
It was a welcome return to Lamai valley 
yesterday, we used to a Hash there quite a 
lot and our 3 lovely Pooyings did a 
tremendous job not only on the trail laying 
but also providing the hungry 35 
Rambos/Wankers with some really great
SCRAN thanks a bunch girls.



Our gallant Grand Mufti was in 
great voice at the opening Circle as 
he gave us the slimmed down 
description of pleasures and perils 
that awaited us so at the drop of the 
flag we wobbled and trotted out to 
cover the 6-4 or 2 km with an 
undisclosed number of Checks, and 
the usual variety of wild things 
waiting to pounce.



The ladies did an excellent job with the paper and kept to as flat a 
path as possible but with more than enough to keep our interest.

The leading Rambos shortcutted outrageously 
and were reprimanded later in fact Sow Wow was 
awarded the FRB ball&chain.



Always a sign of a well laid trail is when the bulk of both Runners and Walkers 
come in more or less together and that was the case this time out.

The ringmaster tooted his tooter and the result was never in doubt with 
only a forlorn Brothel Bob as Hash shit supremo whispering Shhhhit.



Urinetrouble was back from down under and Monica from the Sound of 
musicland while Frog’s legs returned from La belle France having shown 
those Antibeans how to run, welcome to them.



Welcome to the Aussie/German guy along with 
charming wife whose names escape me 
(Checker and British Open) but he did a fine 
job as the Wanking snitch and had Dambuster
confessing to behind the bushes stuff and to 
make a double Bombastic had to admit to waving 
little Willy around. 



No Balls and Happy Ending engaged in a bit of handholding but 
contained their passion superbly.



Rambo squealer Tangerine Man who is sometimes inebriated with the 
exuberance of his own verbosity, stuck to basics and pulled in a sample 
of the shortcutters in the person of Winkle, Frog’s legs and Urinetrouble.



Quartermaster and 
Stuffed Crutch got 
their names in the 
frame while trying to 
see whose belly 
could get over the 
line first, they almost 
wet themselves 
when a huge snake 
whizzed across the 
path right in front of 
them.





Next week the Hash returns to familiar territory in Maenam one with No Fuckin’ 
Clue being assisted by Frog’s Legs if this weather persists bring your wellies.



A reminder to any Samui Hasher’s who have NOT registered for our 1000th Hash 
to get your name in now as the registration is closed to visitors since we have 
reached 120 .
No more business so Circle closed for nosebag and thrapple oiling.
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